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To anyone reading
who adopts

or rescues animals –
huzzah for you! 
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Chapter 1 

Toto knew she had one chance, just one shot at 

catching the canine ringleaders of an illegal dog-bone 

syndicate. They’d been stealing London’s pooches’ 

FAVOURITE TREATS for the last six months, 

and this was their biggest shipment yet. If she 

didn’t bust them tonight, who knew when she’d get 

another chance. 

The dog-bone-stealing had, of course, been met 

with outrage. Unlike cats, who just ‘cat up’ and get 
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on with it, dogs are far more vocal when they are 

unhappy. So, London’s dog population had been 

howling at all hours of the night and digging holes 

everywhere with nothing to put in them. No one in 
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the capital, animals and humans alike, had been able 

to get a wink of sleep from the noise and everyone 

was getting cranky. The pressure was on Toto to 

solve the crime, and FAST!
‘Dogs are supposed to be man’s best friend and 

loyal to a fault, but here they are, stealing each 

other’s bones and all for what? Payment in biscuits, 

I imagine,’ she muttered to herself. She was waiting 

impatiently for her brother Silver to get back to their 

hiding place – a rooftop overlooking the warehouse 

that he was currently in the process of scoping out. 

They believed this was where the bones were being 

stored, before being shipped out of London by the 

gang.

This was her seventh mission since Larry, her  

boss and head of the UK branch of the Ancient 

Order of International Ninja Cats, had 

taken her on as his deputy. She loved being an  
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official NINJA CAT, with a little assistance from 

her trusty brother Silver, who acted as her guide cat, 

as Toto was almost totally blind. Together they had: 

•   Taken down the GANG OF RATS 

running a protection racket on the 

South Bank of the Thames

•   Tracked down the GUINEA PIGS 

who were responsible for a massive 

fraudulent shipment of cucumbers 

(apparently, they love them – who 

knew?) 

•   Shut down an illegal ANT CIRCUS, 

which was VERY hard to see, even 

for Silver
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•   Uncovered corruption at the heart 

of a beauty pageant for PUGS 

•   Solved a mystery involving a GANG 

OF EELS who were master safe-

crackers … slippery! 

And now they were on the cusp of smashing an illegal 

dog-bone-dealing ring. 

Larry trusted them – they were succeeding at all 

the cases he threw their way, and the animals of the 

UK had never been safer. Life for the kittens was 

pretty good. The only downside, as far as Toto could 

tell, was that their names had been in the animal 

newspaper 

T he  
Mammalian Examiner 
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more than she would have liked. Ninjas really ought 

to remain incognito! (Although Silver was loving his 

fan mail …)

‘Piece of cake,’ said Silver with smile, as he jumped 

back up on to the roof overlooking the warehouse. 

‘All the bones are in boxes on the ground floor, very 

whiffy … Dogs have no sense of taste! There 

are about five dogs, all bull mastiffs apart from a 

Jack Russell who, surprise, surprise, appears to be 

in charge. This will be easy enough for you – shimmy 

over the wire between here and there, drop in via the 

skylight, then just … do what you do. I’ll signal Sheila 

and the gang at the front, and hey presto, we’ll be at 

Catface’s for dinner by eight!’



Toto the Ninja Cat and the Superstar Catastrophe

Sheila was their friend, a police dog who was now 

head of the CIA (Criminal Investigation Animals). 

They met her when she had helped them foil the 

Incredible Cheese Heist. Together they’d sent 

the villainous ARCHDUKE FERDICAT into 

hiding. He was last seen floating off into the North 

Sea on a barge of Camembert cheese. Where he was 

now was anyone’s guess. 
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Toto worried that one day they’d meet their 

nemesis again, but for now he seemed to be keeping 

a very low profile. Since then, they’d worked with 

Sheila night and day to keep London’s animals safe. 

Toto laughed and shook her head. ‘Oh no, brother, 

if I’m going over that wire, YOU are coming with 

me ; you’re not getting out of it that easily! Besides, I 

might need your eyes once we’re inside.’ 

‘Fine,’ replied Silver nervously, ‘but those dogs 

look very big and … toothy.’ 

Toto patted her brother on the back. ‘You take the 

Jack Russell, I’ll deal with the big boys. Come on, let’s 

go.’

Stealthily as … well, as NINJAS, the two cats 

shimmied across the wire that connected the two 

rooftops. Toto got across first and dropped down 

silently, with Silver following just behind. 

‘Hey, sis, want to see what moves I’ve been 
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practising?’ he whispered. 

‘What? NO,’ mouthed Toto. ‘There’s a time and a 

place to show off new skills and this isn’t it.’ 

But it was too late. Toto’s cocky brother had 

launched himself through the night sky and was 

halfway through a SOMERSAULT (which, to be fair, 

wasn’t half bad) when he came unstuck. Instead of 

landing deftly next to his sister, Silver misjudged the 

distance and 

                disappeared 

                               straight 

                               through 

                            the skylight 

                                               down 

                                                 on to 

                                                   the 

                                                         floor 

                                                                below. 
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Now, the fall itself wasn’t too much of a problem; 

cats are experts at JUMPING, LANDING and,  

in Silver’s case, FALLING. What was more of a 

problem were the menacing dogs who quickly got 

over their surprise and surrounded the intruder. 

Before they had a chance to speak, however, Silver 
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dusted himself down and took control of the situation 

… kind of.

‘Ladies and gentlemen, a pleasure to make your 

acquaintance. Silverthorne’s the name, I’m 

here from … I’m here from … err … the Illegal Dog-

bone, err, Association, here to make sure that you’re 
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trading, err, illegally and above, I mean below board. 

Do you have the relevant paperwork? It’s just a 

routine check, but RULES IS RULES .’ 
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The bull mastiffs all looked at each other, confused 

and uncertain. 

‘Well, come on, I don’t have all night.’ 
Silver crossed his arms and tapped his foot 

impatiently.

Way up above, Toto was listening in horror.  

He’s going to get himself torn limb from 

limb, she thought. 

But, incredibly, the ruse seemed to be working. 

Toto had to admit it: he might not be a ninja, but her 

big brother had the gift of the gab. 

‘I’m sorry, sir, we’ll dig it out now. Here, Derek, 

where’s that manifest of them there bones?’ one 

massive dog called to another.

‘I’ll just go and have a root around.’ 

‘Best be sharp about it, I wouldn’t want to have to 

fine you,’ replied Silver, getting into his part. 

‘So sorry, sir, we’ll have it righ—’ 
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‘WHAT ARE YOU LOT DOING?  ’ 
yelled a small and VERY angry Jack Russell as she 

appeared from an office at the back of the warehouse. 

‘Oh, guv, this gent is from the … what was it?’ the 

bull mastiff asked Silver, nervously. 

‘The ILLEGAL DOG-BONE ASSOCIATION, 

here to make sure everything is, you know, nice and 

illegal,’ said Silver, who was now looking pretty shifty. 

‘YOU IDIOTS!’ yelled the Jack Russell. ‘There’s 

no such thing! Or if 

there is we’re not 

registered with 

it! I don’t 

know who 

this joker 

is, but my 

money is on 

the CIA, so 
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please do your jobs properly and 

tear him to shreds.’ 

Silver gulped as the 

massive slobbering 

dogs formed a circle 

around him. 

‘Sorry about 

this, sir, but you 

know RULES 

IS RULES,’  

one snarled. 

‘And that is my cue,’ Toto said to herself before 

diving headfirst through the skylight. The big 

warehouse was well lit, so she could make out the 

shadowy shapes below her. As she approached  

the floor, she righted herself and landed effortlessly 

on her feet next to her brother, startling the  

huge dogs. 
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‘Hey, bro, think you can take old ANGRY-PANTS 

over there?’ She gestured to the Jack Russell. ‘And I’ll 

handle these bully boys?’ 

‘You bet, sis … well, I mean I’ll try,’ replied Silver.

‘Alrighty then … LET’S GET NINJA-ING! ’

And with that she set about the dogs. With a 

roundhouse kick here, a sweep of the legs 

there and select use of the VENTURA SHUFFLE 

(Toto’s personal 

favourite, picked up 

from and named 

after her old 

sensei in Italy, 
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involving exactly twenty-four delicate kicks followed 

by pushing your opponent over with a single claw). 

In no time, all were lying groggily around her.

Silver, on the other hand, was finding it slightly 

tougher going against the wiry Jack Russell, who 

could certainly look after herself. The cat was trying 

his hardest, but the Jack Russell had him on his 

back. ‘I DON’T SUPPOSE WE PASSED THE 

INSPECTION,’ the Jack Russell laughed, her jaws 

snapping at Silver’s neck.

‘No, your customer service leaves a great deal  

to be desired,’ said Toto with a FLYING KICK  

that sent the Jack Russell tumbling into a pile of 

bones. 

Toto helped her brother to his feet as the front doors 

were smashed open by Sheila and her fellow dog 

officers from the CIA. ‘SHEILA SNARLINGFOOT, 

CIA. THIS IS A RAID ...’
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She tailed off as she looked at the scene of 

devastation around her. 

‘Well done, cats,’ she said, obviously impressed. 

‘Yep, we got them good,’ replied an exhausted 

Silver, getting to his feet. ‘Sheila, you can take it from 

here, right?’

Toto shook at her head and laughed at her brother’s 

bare-faced cheek.

The cats stumbled out of the warehouse, with 

Toto supporting her brother, who was clutching his 

bruised ribs. The rest of the CIA team entered and 

set about arresting the dogs (and gleefully helping 

themselves to a bone or two). Larry, Toto’s boss, was 

leaning up against a nearby wall watching the whole 

scene with great admiration.

‘You’ve done it again, cats ... what’s that? 

Seven major crimes foiled in as many months? Toto 

– and yes, you, Silver – have my gratitude. I don’t 
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remember a time when 

the animal population 

was as safe as it has 

been since you came 

on the scene.’

‘Thanks, boss,’ 

replied Silver. ‘That 

one was a toughie, 

but we nailed it – 

right, sis?’

Toto laughed. 

‘Sure thing, Silver.’ 

Larry patted her 

shoulder knowingly. 

He knew that she did 

all the hard work, but 

he also knew that Silver was an INVALUABLE 

member of the team. 
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‘Well, I think BOTH of you deserve a bit of a 

holiday now, so take a couple of weeks off and put 

your paws up, OK?’ 

The cats nodded vigorously. Toto had to admit, 

she was a ninja, but she was also a cat … and really 

anything under twenty hours sleep a night was  

an affront to their cat rights. After months 

of hard work, she was more than ready for a  

break. 

‘Now, as for tonight, I’ve come to escort you to 

dinner. You might remember we all had a date with a 

certain Mr Catface?’

‘YES! ’ 
shouted Silver.  

‘LETS  
EAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTT!’
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The dinner was at the royal palace of Ratborough 

where Catface’s father, king of one of the five rat 

districts of London, resided.

Ratborough was a subterranean town and the 

capital of Rat London. It was (by rat standards) 

beautiful and ornate. The centrepiece was the 

ROYAL PALACE, an enormous building made 

entirely of see-through glass cola bottles (stunning 

to look at, but it made going to the loo a little bit 

embarrassing).

The kittens had met CATFACE as soon as they 

arrived in London from Italy, and he’d been their best 

friend ever since. He was a rat who also identified as 

a cat, and he seemed to know, and be liked by, every 

animal in London. He was incredibly stylish, 

getting all his clothes from a family of foxes who 

ran a tailor’s on Savile Row, very friendly and, 

although he was rubbish at fighting, he had the  
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heart of a lion. He’d been particularly helpful 

in tracking down Archduke Ferdicat when this 

dangerous ex-ninja tried to steal all the cheese in the 

world. 

Catface also put on a GREAT SUPPER CLUB! 

His diet was more cat than rat, and so the cats were 

tucking into the finest chicken soup, a glorious joint 

of roast beef with all the trimmings (plus a bowl of 

cheesy pasta, just for Toto … her favourite), and for 

dessert a MASSIVE CHEESECAKE, all washed 

down with so much milk you’d have thought Catface 

owned his own cow. (He didn’t, but he had a very 

good friend in a small farm just north of London – a 

Dutch Friesian called Mila, who did him a good deal 

on her milk.)

Silver quickly finished off his portion and then 

made a start on a platter of the disgusting scrap 

burgers that rats absolutely love, but no self-
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respecting cat would touch. No one was entirely sure 

about what went into them, but Silver didn’t care; he 

was stuffing his face and loving it. 

Also at the feast were: 

•   Catface’s dad, his rat highness 

HENRICH RATTINOFF THE 

835TH (who was a bit of a coward 

and a pompous old windbag, but not 

a bad sort)

•   LARRY

•   A very hungry SHEILA, who’d 

arrived late after filing her 

paperwork from the crime scene
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After the meal had concluded and everyone had had 

their fill (apart from Silver, who was on his twelfth 

scrap burger), glasses were chinked and Catface 

stood up to address his guests.

‘My DEAR FRIENDS, I trust you’ve all dined 

well, and enjoyed the delights of the finest table in 

Ratborough …’

‘HUZZAH!’ the king exclaimed loudly, wobbling 

slightly on his chair. He sounded to Toto like he’d had 

one too many milks and was due a lie-down.
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‘Thank you, Father.’ Catface raised his glass with  

a nod before continuing, ‘As you all know, the 

streets of animal London have never been 

so safe, and whilst we can all take a little credit for 

this …’

‘Well, I don’t like to boast,’ the king blustered. 

Catface rolled his eyes. ‘We can especially thank 

two Italian cats who have recently come into our 

lives, captured our hearts, and are the best deputies 

Larry could have dared to wish for.’ 

‘HEAR, HEAR!’ The room erupted.

‘And … since your boss has declared you are getting 

a much-needed holiday …’ 

I know, I can’t wait, thought Toto. Sleep, clean, 
eat, repeat!

‘… I took it upon myself to get you a little treat.  

I know you haven’t seen much of the countryside  

in your adopted home and it just so happens that  
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there is a rather special event happening this 

weekend for which I have procured three tickets. 

Cats, we … are … going … to … CATSTONBURY!’ 

At that, Catface sat down and looked very pleased 

with himself. 

‘AWESOME! ’ said 

Silver. ‘What is it?’

‘IT?!’ replied 

Catface, standing 

up again, aghast. 

‘It’s the premier 

and longest-

running 

animal music 

festival in the 

world. 
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Tens of thousands of animals of all shapes and sizes 

come from all over the globe, to play music and see  

the sights. Tickets are like GOLD DUST, but I  

happen to know the organisers – a lovely family of 

otters. The daughter, Lutra, is a good friend of mine 

– our fathers used to fish together. She’s sorted 

us out tickets and a nice big tipi to sleep in … 

Plus, headlining on the main stage are the hottest 

band in the world right now: JONNY AND THE 

SHORTHAIRS! ’
‘NEVER HEARD OF THEM, AND I DON’T KNOW 

WHAT AN OTTER IS, BUT WE’RE IN!’ yelled Silver as 

he high fived Catface. ‘Right, sis?’ 

Toto hesitated. After all her hard work, she was 

shattered and the last thing she wanted to do was 

traipse around a field. But Catface had gone to all 

this trouble, and her brother was so excited, and she 

did love it when her human mamma and papa played 
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music at home … She took a breath then said with a 

smile, ‘WE’RE IN.’ 
‘Excellent, we’ll meet at Paddington station, animal 

entrance at 5 p.m. tomorrow. Dress code: festival 

chic! ’




